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Using convergence
as a means to
disrupt the market

T

he way people and businesses communicate is fundamentally changing as the
devices we use become untethered. With
employees no longer restricted to their desks, we
are witnessing a convergence of ﬁxed, wireless
and mobile technology.
“Telkom Business has recognised that if it
doesn’t lead this change, it will be left behind.
Convergence is going to drive future business
behaviour, as people no longer care how they’re
connected – only that they are,” says Dr Brian
Armstrong, MD of Telkom Business.
“This seamless connectivity and convergence
of technology is particularly crucial for the small
and medium enterprise (SME) market. In the
past, an SME would have had a landline, a DSL
link and a mobile phone, at the very least – and
each of these would have been contracted to a
speciﬁc service provider. They no longer want
this level of complication. Instead, a converged
offering enables them to obtain all of this from a
single service provider, under a single contract,
and with a single service level agreement.”
Telkom Business can offer not only all of the
above, explains Armstrong, but also cloud capa-

bility. No other organisation can match Telkom
Business’ offerings in terms of scale and scope.
“I have no doubt that we have the correct strategy and the intrinsic strength to win, it all comes
down to how we deliver. We therefore plan to disrupt the market on the mobile side, since we see
mobile as the basis for a truly converged future.”
The company began this disruptive process
with the initiatives it launched in the mobile data
space some 18 months ago. “The rest of the market has been playing catch-up ever since. We
are also currently the only service provider that
offers a true ﬁxed/mobile bundle, and a closed
user group offering for businesses,” he says.
“We will leverage the strength of our ﬁxed-line
network, which will give us the scale and strength
to tackle the market effectively. Companies can
expect to witness some interesting changes in
this space in the near future.”
He points out that the market is rapidly shifting
from its traditional, vertically segmented structure
to a more horizontal model. There are no longer
such neat separations between ﬁxed and mobile,
or voice and data.
“Services are becoming disconnected from the
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infrastructure that delivers them, and even from
the devices used to access them. Today, service
is both platform- and device-agnostic. Devices
are becoming multifunction pieces of equipment,
while at the infrastructure layer, platforms are becoming integrated.”
Armstrong believes that by focussing on delivering the best converged platform, implementing
a device strategy that suits the customer, and
enabling clients to integrate a range of services,
Telkom Business will be able to lead the market
for years to come.
“We have spent a lot of time and effort in building out our back-end to deliver what the market
wants, while also improving our product set. Now
we are moving towards converged platforms; this
will ﬁnally allow us to deliver true convergence.
“Existing offerings like our ﬁxed/mobile bundles, the new mobile data offering of 15GB for
R249 per month, and the closed user groups
are merely the ﬁrst evidence. The market can
certainly expect many more exciting initiatives
from Telkom Business. When we say we want to
disrupt the market, have no doubt that we really
mean it,” he concludes.
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